Curriculum Intent – Drama
OVERVIEW

The aim of the Drama curriculum is to build confidence and enrich students with a wide knowledge of the world of performance whilst building transferable skills which can be
used in later life/education. In order to teach a knowledge rich curriculum there are two substantive elements which will be the base of our students learning, these are:
1)
2)

Devising – creating their own work from a given stimuli this includes improvisation
Script work – acting as a character/s from different styles of script

These two elements run throughout our Drama curriculum and allow us to extend students disciplinary knowledge by delving deeper into the background and intricacies of each
core element. For example, when looking at script work it is important to understand characterisation and how a playwright has interpreted these in the script so we will use the
dramatic technique of hot seating to explore characterisation further, thus developing student’s hinterland knowledge.
Furthermore, it is noted in the National Curriculum that Drama (alongside English) should allow students to: “be able to adopt, create and sustain a range of roles, responding
appropriately to others in role. They should have opportunities to improvise, devise and script drama for one another and a range of audiences, as well as to rehearse, refine, share
and respond thoughtfully to drama and theatre performances.”. This statement supports the topics and skills and justifies why our curriculum has been split into 2 predominant
areas (devising and script) from each of these areas it is possible to cover the elements in the statement and this is outlined in the separate key stages below, in our Long Term Plan
and clearly evident in our Medium Term Plans.
It is also important that we build our students confidence in performing and this is why the use of performance skills are integral throughout our KS3 curriculum. These are split
and assessed into the following core knowledge skills: vocals, physical, communication, characterisation and artistic intent. Each branch of the performance skills are further split
into the hinterland knowledge, for example the use of vocals we will learn; pitch, pace, tone, volume, inflection and pauses.
Our curriculum also focuses on the design aspects of Drama, this enables our students not only to build their repertoire of performance skills but also focus on sound, lighting,
costume and staging. This is because Drama students need to understand that a performance does not just appear on stage but there are many aspects that goes into the creative
process. This encourages our students to think more widely about Drama and how it fits within the world of work.
It is our aim to build transferable skills which can be applied across the academy so that students understand that Drama is not just about performance but holds many valuable
tools which can be used in the future. Some of these which reoccur throughout our curriculum are teamwork, independent learning, problem solving, time management skills, peer
assessment and verbal evaluation. We believe that these areas are important assets for students to be able to master and apply now and further on in their adult life.
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Intent – Year 7
YEAR 7
In year 7 students may have had little/no experience of formal drama lessons so we use this year to build the fundamental skills of Drama needed to
access all aspects of the components outlined above. Our first topic is a devised story where students learn key dramatic techniques which are
then applied to other topics throughout the year. We are clear on ‘building the skill’ together then we work on applying this to the topic in different
ways, this helps students understand that the skill learnt can be applicable to other aspects of drama not just within the context/topic it is taught
in. This retrieval of skills throughout the course allows students to build their independent learning with the main goal being students being able to
build drama and suggest techniques for performance work without prompting.
This initial topic (based on a creative story) is chosen to build the confidence of students to explore the techniques independently and then select
the most appropriate ones to form a final performance. The scheme allows students to start making choices and devising elements of their own
performances independently.
We then move onto script work looking at ‘Matilda’ which links to musical theatre and melodramatic drama. It is important for students to get a
grasp of working on over the top drama skills in order for them to feel more relaxed and confident in the subject. We follow this up with a
Click to add tex
contrasting play text ‘Terrible Fate of Humpty Dumpty’ which has strong serious themes. Allowing students to study both types of play allow for a
wider repertoire of drama to be studied and also allows students to understand how to perform in two main categories of drama: comedy and
tragedy.
Following this we then look at ‘Silent Movies’ studying mime in depth and the use of non-verbal communication. It is important our students
understand that performance is not just about speaking and this topic allows us to focus on the use of facial and body gestures. This addresses
misconceptions that often happen in Drama where students solely focus on their vocals skills and forget about the full spectrum of performance
skills. Through this scheme we are able to teach not only the history of where mime began but also allow students to think about using pauses,
movement and gestures appropriate to convey a particular mood within a piece. This is extremely important to allow a student to develop as a
performer. These skills we are fostering also allow us to develop talented GCSE students for the future.
The final topic is based on the ‘7 Deadly Sins’ but allows us to look at the design aspects of the subject. This is a creative story much like the first
story explored. The similarities allow students to be able to access the style of work but stretch themselves further by looking at costume and set
design.
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Intent – Year 8
YEAR 8
In year 8 typically Drama students have a spike in confidence, they have a good foundation of knowledge and repertoire of Drama which has been
developed through their year 7 topics. In this year we start to split some of the performance skills down even further to address some of the
misconceptions that seem to happen based on previous assessment data and student voice. These areas are mainly in the individual performance
skills of vocals, physicality and characterisation and these are all evident in the topics chosen.
We start the year with a scripted piece called ‘Noughts and Crosses’ which shows a story about a racial divide which has been cleverly reversed. We
chose in year 8 following to delve into more topical schemes which broaden a students empathetic acting styles which is important to play a
believable role. It also allows thought provoking conversations to be studied alongside staging of a play, more in-depth characterisation and
communication with other actors. Drama is an important tool that allows us to teach students about many issues that they may confront across
their education and into their adult years. We are careful to tackle subjects in a tasteful and insist on reflection on these subject areas.
We move then onto a devised scheme on ‘homelessness’. This topic again tackles a challenging subject area but from the devised element rather
than scripted. Allowing students to retrieve their knowledge from year 7 devised topics and by making links to given stimuli and building a
performance around these. At GCSE levels students will be given a varied among of stimuli so it is important for us to develop some of these skills in
KS3 to allow students to be fully prepared not only for this should they which to chose the topic but also prepare them for the rest of the topics
studied throughout year 8 into year 9
Our students also get the opportunity to learn about how to structure a devised performance and begin selecting skills and techniques
independently throughout all of the other topics studied. This year is about building creativity and responding to stimuli in different and interesting
ways. Further development will be made on vocal and physical skills which will allow students to be able to master these skills in preparation for
year 9.
We also take the time to study new production elements of staging, set and costume to build on those learnt in year 7. These will be filtered
throughout the schemes of work so that students think from a designer perspective as well as a performer. This opens up all possible roles within
Drama and inform students should they which to take on a career in any of these areas. It is important for us to push the development of the
students to understand Drama in the world of work as well as the transferable skills they can use in other subject areas.
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Intent – Year 9
YEAR 9
In year 9 our students are ready to take options; we want to prepare our students for the rigorous course at GCSE. In order to do this our
topics are selected carefully to engage learners but to guide them also into choosing Drama If it feels right for them. We continue to keep
the 2 components stated in the overview as the basis of the topics studied.
We begin the year with Blood Brothers, this is a topic which often gets explored as part of the written examination at GCSE level. We find
starting with this playful and tragic text student are able to master a higher level of characterisation exploring the characters at 3 different
ages throughout the play. They will look at the themes that occur within the play and how they can explore these within practical activities. It
is important for students to learn about themes as this will help them chose their own in later topics.
Continuing on from these students explore a devised scheme centred around a story on crime, each lesson students are given new information
for this story so they have to work on the constant revising of their dramatic creation, this is useful within devising particularly helping
support component one of the key stage four course which students have to create a performance piece based on a given stimuli. Often
students are very protective over work created and do not possess the skills in order to constantly change it, this is why it is important to study
this particular topic where students will have to be flexible with their storyline. Devising is also looked at in spring 2 where students are given
a different stimulus every one to two lessons that they will respond to by creating performance work, this mimics the component one
exploration at GCSE level.

It is important that students also grasp an understanding of the production elements and these will be littered throughout each of the topics
but predominantly focused on as the core knowledge in our final topic of the year. We have students who are interested in becoming design
students at GCSE level and it is important that they have had chance to explore this throughout their key stage three curriculum as we can
have both performers and designers take our option.
We also look at varied scripts in spring one answer one where we look at different styles of scripts and how to play the characters within
those this will help develop the students knowledge of different place in order to prepare them for their component to at GCSE level. This a lot
also allows them to revisit knowledge learned within year seven and eight but to master it on a greater level.
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Long Term Plan – KS4 – Split Into Units
Each group has one hour of drama a week. The topics are split into devised and scripted pieces then have elements taken
from: performance, designing, directing and staging.

Comp 1

Comp 2

Comp 3

AO1, AO2 and AO4 are assessed

AO2 assessed

Section A - Assessing AO3.

Section B - Assessing AO4
o Create and develop a devised piece from a
stimulus.
o Performance of this devised piece or design.
realisation for this performance.
o Analyse and evaluate the devising process and
performance.
o Performer or designer routes available.

o Students will either perform in and/or design for
two key extracts from a performance text. Centre
choice of performance text.
o Performer or designer routes available.

Skills:
– Improvisation
– Stimuli response
– Structure of performance.
– Refinement and rehearsal of work.
– Implementation of drama techniques.
– Analyse and evaluate work in written form.
– Links to health and safety.
– Performers – vocals & physical skills,
communication, characterisation and artistic intent.
– Designers – application of theatrical skills,
realisation of design in performance.

Skills:
– Time management
– Following script
– Staging script
– Performers: vocals & physical skills,
communication, characterisation and artistic intent.
– Designers – application of theatrical skills,
realisation of design in performance.
– Justification of ideas to examiner.

SECTION A: Bringing Texts to Life (45 marks – AO3)
This section consists of one question broken into five
parts (short and extended responses) based on an
unseen extract from the chosen performance text.
Section B: Live Theatre Evaluation (15 marks - AO4)
This section consists of two questions requiring
students to analyse and evaluate a live theatre
performance they have seen.
Students can bring in theatre evaluation notes of up to
a maximum of 500 words.
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Skills:
– Writing as a: performer, designer, and director.
– Responding personally to theatre.
– Creativity
– Link to design skills in: lighting, sound, costume, set
and staging.
– Extensive writing
– Justification of ideas
– Evaluation skills
– Ability to link to exam questions.

Year Plan – KS4- GCSE EDEXCEL DRAMA – YEAR 10
Autumn 1

Autumn 2

COMP 1:
Students will learn the elements to performance techniques
which are assessed in Component 1: Devised unit.

COMP 1:
Students will learn the elements to performance techniques
which are assessed in Component 1: Devised unit.

Students will do workshops on the following areas:

Students will do workshops on the following areas:

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Vocals (clarity, pace, pitch, projection, inflection)
Physicality (gestures, facial expression, stillness, stance,
contact, use of space, spatial relationships)
Characterisation and communication
Artistic intention and style
Genre
Theatrical conventions
How to respond to a stimuli
How to answer verbal presentation questions

Normally mark every 6 lessons however; it would be beneficial
to start with a smaller assessed piece ‘work in progress’ within
the first 2 weeks so that we have current data for students.
Then look at completing at end of half term bigger
assessment. You will need to work on homework tasks that
support the written element of the COMP 1.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Vocals (clarity, pace, pitch, projection, inflection)
Physicality (gestures, facial expression, stillness,
stance, contact, use of space, spatial relationships)
Characterisation and communication
Artistic intention and style
Genre
Theatrical conventions
How to respond to a stimuli
How to answer verbal presentation questions

COMP 2:
Will complete an introduction to drama learning how to work as
a group. Students will then move on to start script work after a
couple of lessons.

Normally mark every 6 lessons however; it would be
beneficial to start with a smaller assessed piece ‘work in
progress’ within the first 2 weeks so that we have current
data for students. Then look at completing at end of half
term bigger assessment. You will need to work on
homework tasks that support the written element of the
COMP 1 .
COMP 2:
Will complete an introduction to drama learning how to work
as a group. Students will then move on to start script work
after a couple of lessons.

COMP 3: SECTION A
To start work on set text 1984 and mark mock questions and
book work and look at intervention to support students will be
answering the questions effectively. This unit is taught
practically as per specification guidelines.

COMP 3: SECTION A
Continue working on 1984 and mark mock questions and
book work and look at intervention to support students will
be answering the questions effectively. This unit is taught
practically as per specification guidelines.
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Spring 1
COMP 1:
To start the actual COMP 1 process for students after
completing 2 mocks. Students will be preparing for this
till the end of spring 2. Students will perform this at the
end of spring 2 then be working on verbal presentation
on this.
Please complete regular mocks during this time to track
progress.

COMP 2:
Start a scripted work project working on both group
pieces. Duologue’s and monologues. Students will have
now decided on performance or design route option and
we will decide at Christmas who will be taking the design
route option for both units.
COMP 3: SECTION A
Continue working on 1984 and mark mock questions and
book work and look at intervention to support students
will be answering the questions effectively. This unit is
taught practically as per specification guidelines.
Students will be focusing more on answering larger
questions during this term and how to develop their
extensive writing.

Year Plan – KS4- GCSE EDEXCEL DRAMA – YEAR 10
Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

PERFORMANCE FOR COMP 1 ACTUAL EXAMINATIONS AND
COMP 2 MOCKS.

COMP 3: SECTION B - THEATRE REVIEW
Potential theatre visit shows permitting - To start work on the
theatre review aspect. It needs to be something engaging that
has lots for the students to talk about in terms of
performance and design aspects. Blood Brothers is a great
example.

COMP 3: SECTION B - THEATRE REVIEW
Continue work on the theatre review aspect. Working on
structuring of questions.

To complete final COMP 1 this term. This will allow a term for
moderation in departments and time to mark verbal
presentations and complete comment sheets. Moderate once
they have been marked initially.

Students will work on a mixture of practical exploration
and theory elements. Breaking down questions and what
they might mean and going through key scenes.

Students will work on a mixture of practical exploration and
theory elements. Breaking down questions and what they
might mean and going through key scenes.
COMP 2:
Students will work on performances in different performance
formats:

COMP 2:
Students will work on performances in different performance
formats:

COMP 2:
Students will work on performances in different
performance formats:

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Monologues
Duologues
Group pieces.

Monologues
Duologues
Group pieces.

Monologues
Duologues
Group pieces.

These will be marked and graded as outlined in the
specification.

These will be marked and graded as outlined in the
specification.

These will be marked and graded as outlined in the
specification.

Students who choose design work will start to plan a mock of
this also and start to work alongside a group to build their
design.

Students who choose design work will start to plan a mock of
this also and start to work alongside a group to build their
design.

Students who choose design work will start to plan a
mock of this also and start to work alongside a group to
build their design.

Group students appropriately and give performance text that
matches the character of the student which is naturally played.

Group students appropriately and give performance text that
matches the character of the student which is naturally
played.
COMP 3: SECTION A
CONTINUE WORKING ON 1984 and mark mock questions and
book work and look at intervention to support students will
be answering the questions effectively. This unit is taught
practically as per specification guidelines.

Group students appropriately and give performance text
that matches the character of the student which is
naturally played.
COMP 3: SECTION A
CONTINUE WORKING ON 1984 and mark mock questions
and book work and look at intervention to support
students will be answering the questions effectively. This
unit is taught practically as per specification guidelines.
Students will be focusing more on answering larger
questions during this term and how to develop their
extensive writing.

COMP 3: SECTION A
CONTINUE WORKING ON 1984 and mark mock questions and
book work and look at intervention to support students will be
answering the questions effectively. This unit is taught
practically as per specification guidelines.
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Year Plan – KS4- GCSE EDEXCEL DRAMA – YEAR 11
Autumn 1

Autumn 2

COMP 3:
SECTION A
1984 – Continue to look at the play focussing on exam
questions where students have struggled. Particular
emphasise should be on being creative and linking this to
the higher marked questions.

COMP 3:
SECTION A
1984 – Continue to look at the play focussing on
exam questions where students have struggled.
Particular emphasise should be on being creative
and linking this to the higher marked questions.

Use revision guides in lesson and for homework’s.

Use revision guides in lesson and for homework’s.

SECTION B
If theatre visit was not possible in year 10 this is to be
completed in the Autumn term of year 12 at the latest.
There are two questions to complete based on this for
the written examination worth 40%.

SECTION B
If theatre visit was not possible in year 10 this is to
be completed in the Autumn term of year 12 at the
latest. There are two questions to complete based
on this for the written examination worth 40%.

COMP 2:
Performance unit for visiting examiner – students should
be in groups for final performances of this. It is
important they are cast in a role that suits them to
maximise their potential. Design students should also be
allocated a group and be taught how to use equipment
properly.

COMP 2:
Performance unit for visiting examiner – students
should be in groups for final performances of this. It
is important they are cast in a role that suits them
to maximise their potential. Design students should
also be allocated a group and be taught how to use
equipment properly.

Minimum requirements should be given tot design
students. Assessment grading criteria given to all
students. Regular mocks and performance of work to
each other should be encouraged in order to minimise
nerves.

Minimum requirements should be given tot design
students. Assessment grading criteria given to all
students. Regular mocks and performance of work
to each other should be encouraged in order to
minimise nerves.
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Spring 1
COMP 3:
Revision for written exam both the set text 1984 and
also Theatre Review.
Areas to possibly look at:
• Retrieval questions
• Directing scenes from 1984
• Creating lighting, sound and set designs
• Revision cards with ideas for key scenes on
• Performance of scenes – discussion should be
verbally linked to examination questions.
• Common mistakes
• Examiners reports
• Key word banks
COMP 2:
Final performance for visiting examiner. This should
be complete as per examination window. Aim for the
end of spring with as much time to use on the comp 3
set text areas.
Students need to perform to an audience so this
could be done for parents and prospective drama
students.

Year Plan – KS4- GCSE EDEXCEL DRAMA – YEAR 11
Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

.

Course Complete

Areas to possibly look at:
• Retrieval questions
• Directing scenes from 1984
• Creating lighting, sound and set designs
• Revision cards with ideas for key scenes on
• Performance of scenes – discussion should
be verbally linked to examination questions.
• Common mistakes
• Examiners reports
• Key word banks
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Course Complete

COMP 3:
Revision for written exam both the set text 1984
and also Theatre Review.

